Q: Is this bid awarded by line? Or to one Vendor?
A: Our intent is to award to a single vendor but could possibly segment based on responses received.

Q: How many liners per case for Item 15: Liner, 24x33 Clear 8 Mic?
A: 10 rolls at 100 per roll

Q: The previous bid and the date of the previous award. Can you also provide the pricing that the awarded vendor put for subsequent years?
A: This has not been bid out for a long time and records are unavailable

Q: Based on previous ordering history and purchase orders, about how often are the liners ordered (Monthly, quarterly or other) and what is an approximate case order?
A: Items are ordered on an as needed basis

Q: Are the Liners delivered to one or multiple locations? And if multiple locations, how many locations?
A: Any order may be shipped to either of our two high schools.

Q: I was reviewing some of the bid items and had a question about some Items, it is most likely a name issue, meaning depending on how a product was labeled by an individual distributor. Line items 23 and 25, pocket is what’s throwing me off. Are they standard mops that are 11” and due to the size they’re labeled that way or are the something else.
A: If you are not able to provide like for like pricing, please utilize the alternatives section of the bid form.